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this tool is for windows ce based devices that support the arm architecture. the arm platform is fairly common, but not as common as x86. arm is a 32-bit instruction set designed to be power efficient, which means that the arm based device can be designed for a long battery
life. there are still other arm based devices out there, such as the blackberry smartphone, palm treo smartphone, or the nintendo ds (nintendo ds). the x86 platform is the most common platform because of the popularity of the intel family of processors, which is the most
popular processor family used for desktop and notebook computers. microsoft corporation (nasdaq: msft) announced that wince 6.0 mobile device simulator (mds) was generally available. wince 6.0 has been released as a free download for developers who are building windows
ce-based applications for devices running windows ce 6.0. the full range of device hardware capabilities in wince 6.0 includes the ability to boot to the windows ce shell, and run software that supports the following features: windows multimedia applications windows mobile
applications the new visual studio 2005.net compact framework 3.5 microsoft has provided a number of improvements to the usb host support in windows ce 6.0. these include: support for multiple profiles per port support for bit-banging usb dma and interrupt transfers
support for usb devices with multiple interrupt endpoints support for one device with multiple transaction types per endpoint microsoft corporation (nasdaq: msft) announced that windows ce 6.0 mobile device simulator (mds) was generally available. wince 6.0 has been
released as a free download for developers who are building windows ce-based applications for devices running windows ce 6.0. the full range of device hardware capabilities in wince 6.0 includes the ability to boot to the windows ce shell, and run software that supports the
following features: windows multimedia applications windows mobile applications the new visual studio 2005.net compact framework 3.5
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windows ce 6.0 made a number of significant advances in many areas that bridge the gap between windows mobile and custom embedded devices, including multi-core execution, the use of.net and its associated programming tools, the introduction of a full-featured mfc
toolkit, enhanced data security options, and improved performance, among many other things. the major change in windows ce 6.0 is the introduction of the.net compact framework. it forms the foundation for the set of programming tools that enables one device to run
another type of device. the programming frameworks that make up the.net framework are completely integrated into windows ce, allowing them to leverage the complete windows ce infrastructure. in return for enabling you to get the benefits of.net programming, the

programs must be signed by a certificate that is approved by microsoft. this step is performed by the oem. once the certification process is complete, the oem can add their own certificate to the windows ce platform. over a year ago, microsoft released the first public version
of windows ce 6.0 as a reference platform. a public reference platform is one that is provided to end users as a true reference platform that can be used for development and for evaluation. the platform in this case is supplied in the form of a release candidate that can be
downloaded on a cd and used to create the environment for development and evaluation. the windows ce platform includes the armv4i instruction set and the ce 6.0 sdk that includes the armv4i compiler, the armv4i linker, and all the necessary tools for developing for the

armv4i instruction set. the armv4i instruction set supports the native execution of win32 native applications and.net applications in 32-bit windows applications. device applications that are targetted to run on the armv4i instruction set can be developed using the ce 6.0 sdk or
the windows mobile sdk. when you're ready to begin deployment, you can install the device emulator and you're ready to go. 5ec8ef588b
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